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EDITORIAL

SECRETS OF TASMANIA’S FAR SOUTH

A short break in Tasmania’s Far South is a chance to switch off, relax and
discover the region’s natural and cultural heritage.
The bronze eagles swoop and soar towards
the Southern Ocean at the end of a
blindingly brilliant stretch of sand called
Roaring Beach. A little research reveals the
sad story behind these beautiful sculptures,
a young life lost and always remembered
by the community.
The story adds an emotional depth to the
pleasure of spending a few days exploring
the southern extremity of Tasmania,
wedged between the waters of the
D’Entrecasteaux
Channel
and
the
mountainous forests of the Southwest
Wilderness. The charming fishing village of
Dover sits just over an hour’s drive south
from Hobart and provides the centrepiece
for our time in the Tassie’s southernmost
region. It’s not a big area, but it would be

a mistake to dismiss it as a daytrip. For
nature lovers and those looking for
something a little out of the ordinary, a few
days in this region offer unforgettable
experiences.
Arriving in Dover, we join a Peninsula
Cruising charter to explore the beautiful
Port Esperance and gain an insight into the
area’s biggest industry, aquaculture.
Keeping an ever-watchful eye for the
creatures of the sea, we pause over the
wreck of the Katherine Sharer, lost in
extraordinary circumstances in 1855. Later
in the day a volunteer guide from the Dover
Museum and Gallery will greet you to a
wonderful display of local history, including
sunken treasures from the Katherine Sharer.

Post Office 6985’s renowned woodfired
pizza is high on the dining itinerary or join
the friendly folk at the local RSL for relaxed
and generous pub meals. Self catering
options abound in the area- pick up a
stunning platter created by surfing sushi
chef and local legend Masaaki Koyama at
Geeveston or a gourmet platter from the
well stocked deli section at the Dover Cafe.
Grab some local apples or other seasonal
produce from a roadside honesty stall, then

picnic in hand, head to Flat Rock Reserve
on the Esperance River for a simply perfect
spot to relax and enjoy the stunning
surrounds…a local secret that they don’t
mind sharing.
Accommodation options are varied and
plentiful in and around Dover- choose from
hosted Bed and Breakfasts to fully self
contained cottages.

Esperance Adventures Tour on the Lune River

There’s a huge focus around the waterways
in Tassie’s Far South- and why not! They are
truly something to behold.
Esperance
Adventures
offers
a
tailor-made
experience to suit every kayaking ability.
We particularly enjoyed the Lune River
paddle with its tranquil and picturesque
setting. Matt’s guiding is discreet but oh so
informative and the coffee and brownies
at our rest stop were divine!

Don’t miss Touchwood Farm in your travelssay hi to the 4 legged crew and snare an
exquisite goat’s milk soap. Follow that up
with a visit to the historic Dover Bakehouse
where besides baking woodfired sour
dough bread to order once a week, they
also distil a very unique native inspired
botanical spirit featuring sassafras.

The rich natural diversity of the region, the freshest food and warm hospitality
will guarantee a perfect time for you at Dover in Tasmania’s Far South.

